ONIRI - Makeup and Costuming Technical Guide
Makeup
Oniri are a light-makeup species with three variations:
Loroniri require makeup and prosthetics, Sajoniri require makeup
only, and Xanoniri require makeup and (preferably) costume
contact lenses.
Oniri are a humanoid species recognizable by the spots that
all branches of their species have. These spots are irregularly
shaped (approximately circular) and can range in color from
light blue, to dark blue, to violet purple and lavender. Players can
choose to have spots that are a single color or several colors
from within this range. Each of the Oniri variations has a slightly
different pattern to their spots (details below).
Oniri universally wear cosmetic makeup: eyeliner, nail polish,
lipstick, eyeshadow and mascara are considered standard for
any public-facing Oniri, along with immaculate attire. (At the very
least, Players should portray their Oniri with eyeliner in addition
to their Oniri’s requisite makeup).
Process:
Since Oniri makeup is not extensive, you may choose to do your hair and put on costuming before or
after applying your makeup.
• All Oniri spots begin at the temples and continue down the sides of the neck, along the ribcage
and ending at the hips. The arms will generally not have spots, but the shoulders may.

Loroniri require standard
Oniri spot makeup and
prosthetic ears. No
specific brand of ear is
required; they need only
be pointed elf-style ears.

Sajoniri require Oniri spot
makeup plus an additional
line of spots that begins
just below the lower lip
and runs down the center
of the torso.

Xanoniri require Oniri spot
makeup plus additional
spots on the center brow
and eye area. Wearing
unusual contact lenses is
very strongly encouraged.

• For Oniri cosmetic makeup, combine a simple, classical/conventional application style with bold,
vibrant, or dark colors. Classic makeup tutorials will help guide you in applying this. Generally,
color is coordinated between eyeshadow, lipstick, and nail polish when all are worn (ex: dark
blue lips with a dark blue eyeshadow and nail polish; golden lips with gold eyeshadow and nail
polish). Players are encouraged to match their makeup with colors in their character’s costume
for additional impact.
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Costume
Oniri are a very fastidious, exacting species, and their clothing, hairstyles, and makeup
reflect and reinforce this. Oniri always dress for the occasion, and dress to impress.
Their style would be best described as high-fashion-formal. There is no divide between
how males and females of the species dress - pants, skirts, dresses and robes are all
considered unisex.
In some ways Oniri adherence to a neat, clean and proper style can be seen as a
rebellion against what the they see as a natural inclination of humans towards a chaotic
state of being. Accordingly, while Oniri look down upon humans, one might be slightly
kinder to a human who appears well put-together.
Suggestions: Clean lines and well-fitted looks. Suits or jackets with contrasting
or coordinated color accents; dresses and coats with with lace or embroidered
accents. Color-coordinate items for a harmonious look. Patterned fabric is used in the
minimum, usually paired with matching solid colors (all-pattern would be considered
too much visual clutter). Bright colors if fashionable (but not loud).
A Player could swap out their character’s clothing during the course of an event.
Popular Reference: High Fashion, EGA, Sombra (Overwatch), Gundam pilot uniforms,
anime and game-inspired fashion. Tron Legacy (specifically Castor).

Hair and Makeup
Oniri makeup (mentioned on the previous page) is usually coordinated to match or harmonize with
their clothing and other makeup.
Hair should be neat and sleek; hair wraps, ribbons or decorative wires are suggested for use on
ponytails to keep everything contained and in place. It is not uncommon for Oniri to temporarily dye
parts of their hair to match their clothing.

